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The transportation system consists of many different modal networks that provide
mobility and accessibility to transportation system users. In many countries of the world,
the road network is the primary means of transporting people and goods; whereas in
others, the pedestrian/bicycle network, the urban transit network, the inland and coastal
water network, the rail network and the aviation network provide important means of
transportation. Many trips, however, require the traveler to use more than one mode of
transportation. A multimodal perspective of a transportation system is thus one where
multiple modes of transportation are available to the user of the transportation system.
Locations where the different modal networks interconnect are called intermodal
terminals or transfer points, which if not designed and managed effectively, can become
major bottlenecks in transportation system performance. Intermodalism or intermodality
has also been viewed from a public policy perspective as a means of encouraging
travelers or freight movers to use a combination of modes for a trip that collectively
reduce fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, and that meet other policy objectives
such as reducing traffic congestion.
1. Introduction
A “modal’ perspective has been a dominant theme of transportation planning and
investment for many years. This perspective is based on the view that the technology or
means of transportation, often referred to as a transportation mode, is the basic
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component of a transportation system. Passenger transportation modes include
human-powered transportation such as walking or bicycling, personal automobiles and
motorcycles; bus, rail and ferry transit services; and for longer distance travel, intercity
bus, rail, ferry, and air service. Freight transportation modes are very similar in that
many use the same infrastructure as the passenger transportation system. Thus, for
example, freight can be moved by human-powered transportation including walking and
bicycling; motor trucks and mopeds; and for longer distance travel, intercity bus, rail,
barge, ship and air services.
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Most travelers and freight movements, however, do not use solely one mode of
transportation to reach a destination. The trip often consists of many different modes,
each serving a different trip function and having different characteristics. Thus, for
example, from a total trip perspective, a typical urban commuter in a large city might
walk to a bus route, take a bus to a station where he transfers (by walking) to a subway;
the subway takes the commuter to a downtown location where he walks through the
subway station and along a sidewalk network to his work location. This trip consists of
three modes of transportation—walking, bus and subway. Although the traveler views
this trip as simply leaving home and going to work, and often does not distinguish
between which agency or operator has responsibility for which part of the trip, in most
cases, the different components of this traveler’s trip are the responsibility of different
organizations. This modal orientation of transportation investment and institutional
structure represents a challenge to many urban areas that want the best and most cost
effective improvements to the transportation system, regardless of where the funds come
from or who has what responsibility.
A major purpose of transportation investment is to improve traveler mobility and
accessibility to land. This can be achieved through a variety of means, with many choices
available to the user of the transportation system. In recent years, transportation policy in
many countries has focused on developing such a broader systems perspective on
transportation. Multimodal transportation planning represents this perspective in that it
considers all of the transportation modes that are found in an urban or regional
transportation system.
A multimodal transportation system is one where many different modes are provided and
where trips that include transfers from one mode to another can occur in a coordinated
way. The locations where different transportation modes connect to allow travelers or
goods to transfer, such as the subway station in the above example, are known as
intermodal terminals. Intermodal terminals are very important components of a
transportation system in that they can become critical bottlenecks in system performance
if not designed or operated correctly. Intermodalism or intermodality has also been
defined at a much broader policy level to include the either the substitution of one mode
for another, or the complementary use of different modes for the trip. The
containerization of freight, one of the major trends in freight movement worldwide over
the past 20 years, is a good example. Intermodal freight transportation is based on the
concept of containers being transported over long distances by using different modes. For
example, the container could travel via truck to an intermodal terminal where it (and
possibly the truck itself) is transferred to a rail or barge service, which transports the
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container over a long distance. At the destination, the container is transferred back to a
truck for ultimate delivery.
Multimodal and intermodal considerations will likely play a more important role in the
planning for, and investment in, future urban and regional transportation systems. These
considerations are important because they focus investment decisions on what is
necessary to provide the most efficient transportation system performance. In addition,
public policies that focus on minimizing the negative environmental impacts associated
with the use of the transportation system, or which emphasize the positive economic
development impact of transportation investment, must adopt this much broader
perspective in order to better link the performance of the transportation system to these
goals.
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2. Transportation Modes
A transportation system consists of many different modes or means of transporting people
and goods. The modes of transportation available today for urban transportation are
common to most metropolitan areas, although they exhibit different performance
characteristics and can be applied in different ways to serve different purposes. The mode
of transportation is important for several reasons. Most importantly, transportation mode
reflects the level of performance needed or desired by the traveler. Thus, most travelers
wanting to be at a destination 200 kilometers distant within three hours would not likely
choose a human-powered mode to reach the destination. The various combinations of
transportation modes in a typical urban transportation system represent the different
levels of system capability to satisfy trip-making demands. Some travelers will choose a
mode that will be fast, but which might not be the most direct; others might choose a
slower mode, but one that delivers the travelers very close to the destination. Figure 1
shows the typical modes of transportation that are found in today’s urban areas. Note in
this figure that the mode is classified by the combination of its typical speed and the level
of accessibility it provides to destinations. Also note that telecommunications in this
characterization is considered a mode of transportation.
Telecommunication
technologies, in some applications, allow an individual to accomplish a task, even though
that individual never has to leave their home or work place. Because this ability can be
considered a replacement for an actual trip, many planners and engineers thus view this as
a mode of transportation.

The mode of transportation also has important implications to the cost of travel, not only
to the traveler, but also to those agencies that provide the infrastructure. Thus, most
transit bus services use the road system that has been provided mainly in urban areas to
serve motor vehicles (although many cities such as Houston, Texas and Ottawa, Ontario
have provided separate roadways for express bus services). A rapid rail transit service,
however, will require a costly separate infrastructure with its own power and operational
control system. In this case, the more sophisticated and higher capacity/higher speed
mode is also more costly.
Another important characteristic of the mode of transportation is that each mode has
different impacts on the natural environment. For passenger travel, human-powered
transportation (walking, bicycles, rickshaws, etc) have the least impact on the
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environment, whereas most engineers and scientists would agree that the motor vehicle
has the greatest impact. Not only does the motor vehicle consume significant amounts of
petroleum-based fuel, the pollutants emitted from the engine and metallic contaminants
from the battery and other vehicle components lead to serious concerns about degradation
of an urban area’s air and water resources. In the freight sector, the motor truck is
generally considered to have a greater environmental impact than rail or water transport.
In many countries, and especially in Europe, public policy aims at encouraging shippers
to use the more environmentally-sensitive rail and water transportation modes versus the
motor truck.

Figure 1: Typical urban transportation modes

Transportation modal networks are also considered to have important and different
influences on the way in which urban areas develop and evolve over time. It is generally
accepted by planners and researchers that the motor vehicle and the corresponding road
network, for use by both the personal automobile and the truck, have been a predominant
factor in the dispersal of economic activities in the typical urban area of today. Also
known as urban sprawl, it is unlikely that these characteristics of urban form could have
occurred without the near ubiquitous accessibility afforded by the motor vehicle. In urban
areas of higher population density, such as New York City, London, Tokyo and the
megacities of Latin America, Asia, and Africa, the reliance on mass transit networks have
allowed such densities to occur. Even in many of these cities, however, the introduction
of the motor vehicle has caused tremendous population growth on the urban fringes
where mass transit services are difficult to provide. And in many developing countries,
building freeway networks has become an important component of government policy,
often at the expense of the transit system.
Finally, the mode of transportation is important from an organizational and system
management perspective. Many transportation agencies and government funding
programs are organized along modal lines. Many states or provinces have agencies
responsible for the road network, having very little responsibility for other parts of the
transportation system. Funding for this network, most prominently coming from gas taxes,
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is often restricted in its use to only improvements on the road network. In urban areas,
special authorities have been created to provide transit services, develop and manage
ports or airports, and to build special facilities such as tollways that are similarly based on
funds that are restricted to that modal use.
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For freight transportation, the responsibility for providing modal networks varies by
country. In many countries, the infrastructure for freight transportation is solely the
responsibility of private operators or owners. The rail network in the United States, for
example, is almost entirely provided by the railroads. In other countries, the rail network
is a government responsibility. In Europe, many countries, encouraged by the European
Union, are adopting a policy of separating the ownership of the rail infrastructure from
the organizations who use or operate on this infrastructure in order to foster greater
competition. Truck and ship terminals are often the responsibility of private companies,
yet the road and river channels used by shipping companies are often provided for and
maintained by government agencies.

The different institutional responsibilities for funding and operating transportation modal
networks can create significant challenges to transportation planners and officials as they
consider the most cost effective investments to improve the performance of the
transportation system. In many countries, metropolitan or regional planning agencies
have been created by national and state/provincial governments to coordinate this
decision making process. However, adopting a multimodal perspective on transportation
system investment often runs into institutional barriers that reflect the history of how the
transportation agencies responsible for different parts of the system are organized and
funded.
-
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